Effective prevention of sexually transmitted HIV infections requires knowledge of the sexual networks across which these infections are transmitted. Sexual behaviour surveys are routinely being conducted to ask people about their recent sexual partners, leading to emergence of star-shaped egocentric network data. At the same time, phylogenetic tree analysis has long been conducted to analyse HIV transmission clusters. In an ongoing project, we aim to show that (1) agent-based simulation models, embedded in a Bayesian framework, can provide a platform for combining these complementary data sources, and that (2) such an integrated approach can lead to more accurate and robust inferences in HIV epidemiology. Within this project, a first case study aims to provide evidence that phylogenetic tree data can increase the validity of agent-based model projections. Specifically, in a small-scale proof-of-concept study, we use synthetic data from a 'master model' to demonstrate that the accuracy and precision of estimated temporal trends in HIV incidence improves when agent-based simulation models of HIV transmission in MSM populations in Western Europe are not only calibrated to reported behavioural and epidemiological data, but also to phylogenetic tree data. Our model calibration method employs a combination of Principal Component Analysis (to reduce the dimensionality of the space of output statistics), Latin Hypercube Sampling and sequential Approximate Bayesian Computation (to explore the parameter space in a time-efficient manner) and multivariate emulation (to interpolate output statistics for regions of the parameter space that have not been sampled explicitly).
